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Book Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Macmillan Publishers
International | You&apos;re never too old to have some fun. |
You&apos;re never too old to have some fun . . . | The little old
lady is back! Martha Andersson and the League of Pensioners
have left behind their dreary care home in Stockholm and
headed for the bright lights of Las Vegas.This is their
opportunity for a new lease of life and they plan to make the
most of it. But before long they are up to their old tricks and
with ingenious tactics, a pair of false teeth and a wheelchair
each, they plot to outwit the security system at one of the
biggest casinos. However, they aren&apos;t the only ones
planning on stealing bucket loads of cash and soon find
themselves pitted against a gang of dangerous criminals.Can
the group of elderly friends work together to outsmart the
younger robbers and get away with their biggest heist yet? Or
will this job be a step too far for The League of Pensioners? |
Format: Paperback | Language/Sprache: english | 310 gr |
199x130x26 mm | 432 pp.
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. It is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- O len Mills-- O len Mills

An extremely awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. This is certainly for all who statte there was not a well
worth looking at. Your daily life span will likely be convert as soon as you complete looking over this book.
-- Ana hi Hea ney-- Ana hi Hea ney
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